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Abstract 12 

Aquatic vegetation dramatically shifts the main flow, secondary flow and turbulent 13 

structures in a meandering channel. In this study, hydrodynamics in a bending channel 14 

with a vegetation patch (VP) has been numerically studied under the variation of 15 

curvature ratios (CRs=0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) and the vegetation density i.e. Solid Volume 16 

Fractions (SVF=1.13%, 4.86%). Both effects on vegetation shear flow, helical flow, bed 17 

shear stress and bulk drag coefficients are studied in twelve cases by using Ansys Fluent 18 

package. Unsteady Reynolds Averaging Navier-Stokes (URANS) framework coupled 19 

with the Reynolds Stress turbulence Model (RSM) and Volume Of Fluid (VOF) 20 

approach is successfully applied to predict the entire flow field including multi-21 

circulation cells as well as the free surface. The conclusions are summarized as three 22 

points. Firstly, an increase of CR moves the main circulation cell and thalweg’s location 23 

towards the outer bank, while decreasing the drag coefficients in streamwise and 24 

spanwise. However, the CR weakly affects the normalised shear flow velocity profiles 25 

and dominant eddy frequencies downstream of the VP. Secondly, the trend of the 26 

dominant shedding frequency to fall with the increase of SVF that has been known only 27 

for SVF<3.4% is extended up to 10.4%. Furthermore, an opposite trend is found 28 

between the frequency and SVF for 10.4%<SVF<20%. Thirdly, a newly proposed patch 29 
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dimensionless frequency number, 
SVF

pSt
N

, links Stp and SVF, where N is the number 30 

of stems in the patch. This number stays almost constant for each case series regardless 31 

of the variation of SVF (for SVF<10.4%). We also conclude that 
SVF

pSt
N

  is 32 

strongly determined by the patch shape factor, mildly influenced by the patch Reynolds 33 

number, but it excludes the influence of the SVF and N. The insights from the present 34 

study unveil the complicated eco-hydro-morphic interactions among the bio-mass 35 

density, turbulent flow and channel meanders’ variation. It provides a better 36 

understanding of natural bending river systems’ development and fundamentals for the 37 

recovery of urban channel ecosystems by vegetated re-meandering.    38 

 39 

 40 

 41 

 42 
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1.Introduction 46 

Meandering rivers with vegetation patch (VP) are ubiquitous in nature. The turbulent 47 

flow fields in curved channels is quite complicated, controlled by channel’s meander 48 

and vegetation’s obstruction. These two factors also significantly alter the morphology 49 

of rivers by redistributing the bed shear stress and inducing erosion events (Chen et al., 50 

2012) and sedimentation events (Armanini and Cavedon, 2019). The effects of these 51 

two factors are separately reviewed in the following two paragraphs.  52 

 53 

In a flat-bed (non-vegetated) open channel, the channel bending effects on flow 54 

structures and bed shear stress have been extensively explored in previous researches. 55 

It was found that varying the river or channel curvature ratio (CR) shifts the secondary 56 

flow, where the CR is defined as a B/R, where R is inner bank radius of channel bends 57 

and B is the width of channel. Kashyap et al. (2012) and Zimmermann (1977) concluded 58 

that decrease both CR and the B/H (channel width/flow depth) strongly improved the 59 

secondary flow circulation strength in a flat-bed channel, where the circulation strength 60 

was defined as a surface integration of the streamwise vorticity. In their case of a 135-61 

degree flat bending channel with B/H=5, there was around 33% augmentation in the 62 

circulation strength, when CR reduced from 3.0 to 1.5. Nonlinear one-dimensional (1D) 63 

analytical models were proposed and verified (Wei et al., 2016, Blanckaert, 2011) to 64 

illustrate the relationship between CR and the magnitude of secondary flow. Secondly, 65 

the location of the maximum bed shear stress in each cross-section of the bending 66 

channel bed shifts from the inner bed to the outer bed along the entire meandering 67 
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region. That is because the bending effect redistributes the main flow and alters the 68 

maximum velocity gradients’ location. Thirdly, in tight bends, CR<3, secondary flows 69 

of double-cell circulations are observed in regions after the bend's apex. In those regions, 70 

the main circulation cell is generated from the non-equilibrium of the centrifugal force 71 

and the transverse pressure gradient, while the outer-bank cell close to the upper area is 72 

formed from the Reynolds stress distribution (Kashyap et al., 2012, Blanckaert and De 73 

Vriend, 2004). 74 

 75 

The presence of VP significantly affects the flow dynamics in river beds. In a short term, 76 

VP reduces discharge capacity, converts the mean kinetic energy to turbulent kinetic 77 

energy in plant stem scales (Nepf, 2012, 1999, ) and redistributes the bed shear stress 78 

(Chen, et al., 2012). Schnauder and Sukhodolov (2012) pointed that the bed surface 79 

shear stresses have a significant increase on the lateral side of the VP, since the VP 80 

squeezes the flow and speeds up the velocity in the neighbour non-vegetated region. In 81 

a long term, the presence of the VPs has an essential role in the evolution of the river 82 

basin geomorphology (Wu et al., 2005) and promotion of bends’ migration (Zen et al., 83 

2016) by promoting sedimentation in point bar.  84 

 85 

Only a small number of numerical studies predicted the vegetation flow in meandering 86 

channels while accounting for the 3-dimensional (3D) flow characteristics, especially 87 

the secondary flow. Most researchers achieved vegetation-hydraulics-morphology 88 

interactions by using 2-dimensional (2D) numerical models, focusing on distinctive 89 
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factors, such as the VP evolution (Jourdain et al., 2020), geomorphology development 90 

(Bywater-Reyes et al., 2018, Crosato and Saleh, 2011, Wu et al., 2005), channel bed 91 

strengthening by roots (Caponi and Siviglia, 2018), seasonal floods (Kang et al, 2018) 92 

as well as bank stability (Asahi et al., 2013, Eke et al., 2014).  93 

 94 

However, those 2D model-based studies mostly employed the shallow water equations 95 

and ignored secondary flow effects, which would introduce inaccuracies to flow pattern 96 

distribution and morphological prediction. Also, the 2D model can highly overpredict 97 

the skin friction of a channel bed. The previous study divided the total bed stresses into 98 

skin friction, the drag from plants and the drag of bed morphology (Le Bouteiller and 99 

Venditti, 2015). Many 2D models often consider the skin friction only, and thus 100 

artificially increase the skin friction coefficient to account for the drag effects of the 101 

plants and bed morphology (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2018, Bertoldi et al., 2014, 102 

Camporeale et al., 2013, Nicholas et al., 2013). These models worked well for the 103 

velocity reduction in vegetated region, but they smear the turbulent structures both in 104 

the plant stem scale and patch size scale which actually governs the dispersion of 105 

sediments. Moreover, this overpredicted skin friction can lead to the overestimation of 106 

the bedload transportation. In real natural rivers, the presence of vegetation generally 107 

decreases the skin friction and bedload transportation rate, as compared to the bare 108 

channel bed. Therefore, those aspects mentioned limit the accuracy and reliability of 109 

2D models’ prediction.  110 

 111 
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A 3D Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) numerical method with 112 

the isotropic k − turbulent model was firstly adopted by Huai et al (2012) to study the 113 

effects of continuous vegetation stripe close to the inner bank of a U-bend channel flow. 114 

In comparison with physical results, their numerical predictions agree well with the bed 115 

shear distribution and primary flow distribution. However, Van Balen et al., (2010) 116 

argued that URANS along with the isotropic k −  is limited in mimicking secondary 117 

flow structures produced by the anisotropic turbulent flow field in a non-vegetated 118 

bending channel. Thereby, in the present study, URANS framework along with an 119 

anisotropic turbulent model, Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), is employed to predict the 120 

flow field. 121 

 122 

Substantial physical experiments (Termini, 2017, Nepf, 2012, Folkard, 2005), and field 123 

studies (Schnauder and Sukhodolov, 2012, Armanini et al., 2005) were also conducted 124 

to unveil the complicated interactions between the flow pattern, vegetation and 125 

geomorphology. In particular, Termini (2017) experimentally found that vegetated 126 

layers fully covered the bed could interrupt the flow pattern existing in non-vegetated 127 

curved bends, and split the cross-sectional circulation cell into smaller cells. Schnauder 128 

and Sukhodolov (2012) pointed out that continuous riparian vegetation modified the 129 

velocity profile in the streamwise flow direction and relocated the location of secondary 130 

circulation cells. However, almost no systematic efforts have been paid to analyse the 131 

interactions between the VP and the secondary flow, under the variance of SVF and CR. 132 

 133 
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The potential implications and applications of this study are as follows: deeper insights 134 

into the hydrodynamics of channel bend with partially covered bio-mass are 135 

fundamental for river management and ecosystem restoration. In general, the VPs in 136 

channel support physical (sedimentation, erosion), chemical (accumulation, sorption) 137 

and biological (self-purification, oxygen production and denitrification) processes. For 138 

one application, VPs are used to re-meander urban water ways which usually have 139 

fewer meanders than natural rivers (Krauze et al., 2008). Re-meandering an urban 140 

channel by organizing VPs in it, helps to rebuild the flow pattern to semi-natural 141 

characteristics and retrofit naturally-like pool-riffle structures. These structures favour 142 

biodiversity by providing variable conditions in river cross-sections (Dale, 1996; 143 

Schwartz et al, 2002). As a result, the VPs-planted urban channel systems are provided 144 

with ecological functions, better resistance and resilience to overcome anthropogenic 145 

impacts. For another application, VPs are used to control the flow direction downstream 146 

of a bending channel in short term, while modifying curvature degree or the direction 147 

of the bend exit in a soft way in the long term.   148 

 149 

In this paper, the following related questions are investigated by employing Ansys 150 

Fluent package. A 3D incompressible URANS method coupled with a high-order 151 

anisotropic turbulent model, RSM, is chosen to conduct this study: 152 

i) How are the mainstream shear flow and helical flow structures organized, 153 

located in the upstream and downstream cross-sections of a VP? What 154 

happens when the channel bend becomes tighter as well as the SVF 155 
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increases?  156 

ii) What are the redistribution characteristics of the channels' bed shear stress 157 

under the variation of bend CR and VP blockage effects? 158 

iii) What are the physical characteristics of force coefficients (Cd) of VP and 159 

dominant frequencies of vortices’ shedding under the variation of CR and 160 

SVF? What is the quantitative relationship between those variables? What 161 

is the dimensionless frequency number of VP when excluding the effects of 162 

the number of stems and SVF? 163 

This paper is organized in the following way: The numerical model and the set-up of 164 

simulations are described in section 2. Validation of flow patterns and the accuracy of 165 

the drag predictions are discussed in section 3. Section 4 carefully discusses the three 166 

groups of related questions aforementioned, followed by conclusions in section 5. 167 

Nomenclature is displayed in section 6, and the supplementary materials relevant to 168 

validation is demonstrated in section 7. 169 

  170 
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2 Model description 171 

2.1  Flow geometries and dimensions 172 

Dijk et al. (2013) pointed out that aquatic VP had a higher possibility of growing in the 173 

inner bank than the outer bank. This is because many aquatic species in nature are 174 

transported hydrochorously, i.e., by flowing water. This physical process includes the 175 

seeds being dispersed by nautohydrochory, i.e., at the water surface and by the 176 

bythisochory, i.e., by spiral (secondary) flow at the bottom of channel, which is 177 

illustrated in Fig.1. This secondary flow direction pushes the seeds up to the inner bank 178 

beach while dragging seeds into the river from the outer bank (Merritt and Wohl, 2002; 179 

Gurnell et al., 2008). The natural river inner bank slope is usually slower/gentler than 180 

the outer bank. As a result, the seeds are more likely stranding in the inner beach and 181 

germinate while other conditions are suitable. For instance, the Tollense river located 182 

in north-east Germany, in which more vegetation thrives in the inner bank than outer 183 

bank after the apex, was investigated by Schnauder and Sukhodolov (2012). Also, quite 184 

more vegetation located in the inner bank than the outer bank in the meandering river 185 

Koyukuk, Alaska (Van Dijk, 2013).  186 

 187 
Fig.1 A sketch of seeds transport and secondary flow structures in a bending channel in nature (This 188 

sketch is created based on Graf and Blanckaert, 2002). The secondary flow structures include the main 189 

circulation cell, which carries the seeds on the inner bank, and the outer-bank cell. 190 
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 191 

Moreover, VP in the apex of inner bank facilitates the morphological development of 192 

point bar and extensive studies have focused on this location, but a very limited research 193 

illustrates the effects of VP in the exit of the bend even through the VP sometimes 194 

thrives there. The exit of the U-bend channel also experiences a strong circulation of 195 

secondary flow (Huai et al., 2012) and ties the bending channel and downstream straight 196 

channel region. VPs at the exit of U-bend channel can also influence the development 197 

of a point bar and morpho-dynamics, but very few previous studies related to this 198 

question. Therefore, we designed the VP in the inner bank of U-bend channel, and also 199 

examined whether the presence of an emergent VP in the exit can diminish or eliminate 200 

the helical flow that affect river management. 201 

 202 

The experimental conditions in a curved vegetated channel found in literature are listed 203 

in Table 1, which will act as comparisons to the present design of geometries and 204 

dimensions. The present simulation geometries and the vegetation canopy arrangement 205 

mainly refer to the geometry of the laboratory flume from Huai et al. (2012), but the 206 

range of other features like CR and B/H are designed in a reasonable range referring to 207 

other studies in Table 1. Overall, in order to isolate the influence of the CR and SVF on 208 

the curved channel flow, the single fixed-flat U-bend channel with emergent stems are 209 

designed along the inner bank, which is shown in Figs.2(a)(b).  210 

  211 
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Table 1. Experimental conditions in 3D curved vegetated channels in literature 212 

 Channel shape Vegetation condition 
Bed 

conditions 
CR B/H 

Huai et al., 

(2012) 
Single U-bend 

Emergent, partially 

cover inner bend 

Fixed-flat 

bed 
1.5 6.7 

Termini, 

(2017,2018) 
Multi-sine shape 

Submergent, cover 

full bend 

Mobile-

uneven bed 

1.44 at 

apex 
9.6 

Hamidifar et 

al., (2019) 
Multi-sine shape 

Emergent, 

partially cover outer 

bend 

Mobile-

uneven bed 

2.1 at 

apex 
2.0 

Yang et al., 

(2019) 
Single U-bend 

Emergent, 

partially cover outer 

bend 

Fixed-flat 

bed 
1.5 6.7 

Farzadkhoo 

et al., (2019) 
Multi-sine shape 

Emergent, partially 

cover inner bend 

Fixed-flat 

compound 

channel bed 

1.0 2.4 

 213 

In this study, each bending channel consists of a 4-meter straight inflow/outflow 214 

channel and a 180-degree curved channel section with an inner bank radius, R=0.5~2.0. 215 

Eight vegetated U-bend cases with different CRs (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0), SVFs (1.13%, 216 

4.86%) and four non-vegetated U-bend cases were used to conduct this parametric study. 217 

To exclude influence from other factors, and to isolate the three factors of CR, SVF and 218 

VP, all other parameters of the twelve geometries were kept the same. These parameters 219 

include the width of the bending channel (B=1 m), the discharge rate of the inflow 220 

(Q=0.03 m3/s), the depth of the outlet water 0.148m and the relative position of the VPs 221 

(Figs.2(a)(b)). The total depth of the computational domain is 0.216m. Those settings 222 

refer to the laboratory experiments of Huai et al. (2012). All the information about the 223 

twelve study cases are shown in Table 2. 224 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.2 (a)The schematic of a bending channel with a VP. The VP is in the box region where is the exit of 225 

bend close to the inner bank. Three cross-sections are plotted in this picture, the physical variables of 226 

the flow will be plotted in these cross-sections in the following sections. Key parameters of the inner 227 

bank radius, R, the width of channel, B, the height of channel, H, are marked on this figure. (b) The 228 

zoom-in view of VP, where the spanwise length of VP, L, and streamwise length Ls are marked on it. 229 

 230 

The locations of VPs were controlled by fixing the final row of cylindrical stems at the 231 

180-degree cross-section. The diameters of those stems are 6mm or 12.45mm, and the 232 

distance between each stem in the streamwise and spanwise direction is 50mm. Thus, 233 

the spanwise dimension (L) and streamwise dimension (Ls) are 0.25m and 0.45m, 234 

respectively. Note that the ratio between the width of channel (B) and the spanwise 235 

dimension of VP (L) can be regarded as a “relative submergence”, B/L in the spanwise 236 

direction. The coherent turbulent motion along the VP’s lateral interface is quite 237 

sensitive to B/L (Termini and Di Leonardo, 2018), but the influence of this factor for 238 

bending channel is beyond the scope of current study. Therefore, B/L is kept at 4 for all 239 

cases in the present study. Illustrations are given in Figs.2(a)(b) and Figs.3(a)(b) for the 240 

geometries of the emergent canopies and the computational meshes around the canopies. 241 

  242 
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Table 2. All study cases details 243 

Cases R(m) CR SVF d(mm) Red 

1 0.5 0.5 1.13% 6 1200 

2 1 1 1.13% 6 1200 

3 1.5 1.5 1.13% 6 1200 

4 2 2 1.13% 6 1200 

5 0.5 0.5 4.86% 12.45 2490 

6 1 1 4.86% 12.45 2490 

7 1.5 1.5 4.86% 12.45 2490 

8 2 2 4.86% 12.45 2490 

9 0.5 0.5 0.00% 0   

10 1 1 0.00% 0  

11 1.5 1.5 0.00% 0  

12 2 2 0.00% 0   

R the radius of the inner bank; CR is the curvature ratio (R/B); SVF the vegetation density; Red is 244 

Reynolds number based on the average inlet velocity and the diameter of stems, d; Q is the inlet 245 

flow rate, 0.03(m3/s); H is the depth of channel outlet, 0.148m; B is the width of channel 1m. In all 246 

cases the value of Q, H, B keeps constant. 247 

 248 

2.2  Governing equations and turbulence modelling 249 

The incompressible Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations 250 

(1), (2) were used as the governing equations:  251 

0i

i

u

x


=


,                             (1) 252 

2
1 i ji i i

j i

j i j j j

u uu u up
u v f

t x x x x x

   
+ = − + − +

     
.                (2)

 253 

Ansys Fluent package was used to make those simulations. The high-order URANS 254 

model Reynolds Stress Model (RMS) method was used to resolve the Reynolds stress 255 

gradient term 
i j

j

u u

x

 


; in order to capture the anisotropic effects in the curved channel, 256 

such as the outer-bank circulation cells. The common two-equations models like k −257 

and k −   can struggle in capturing these effects. However, the RSM model has 258 

successfully predicted such anisotropic flows (Kashyap et al., 2012, Ramamurthy et al., 259 
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2012, Sugiyama and Hitomi, 2005). RSM also presented a strong capability to predict 260 

the turbulent flow with VPs (Choi and Kang, 2004, Souliotis and Prinos, 2011). 261 

Furthermore, the URANS RSM approach is computationally less expensive than Large 262 

Eddy Simulation (LES), so it was feasible to carry this parametric study using 263 

reasonable computational cost. 264 

 265 

The RSM, which abandons the Boussinesq hypothesis, solves the transport equations 266 

for the six components of the Reynolds stresses separately and the energy dissipation 267 

rate ( or ) to provide the closure of equations (1) (2) (Launder, et al., 1975, 1989). In 268 

this study, we adopted the    energy dissipation transport equation because of the 269 

good performance in laminar boundary layers of stems, considering the Red in Table.2. 270 

No wall functions were used in this study. 271 

 272 

As for the mesh, a mixture of the structured grids and unstructured grids were 273 

constructed in the VP areas. The dimensionless of mesh scales, dr /  , is 1/15, as 274 

shown in Fig.3(b). The maximum grid's near wall spaces in the horizontal plane 275 

max( , )x y+ +   are less than 30 units and the maximum vertical dimensionless distance 276 

max( )z+
 
between horizontal layers is less than 72 units. In the non-vegetated area far 277 

from the VP, the structure grids, max( , ) 500x y+ +    units, are adopted. The total 278 

number of grids in different cases are 4.9~6.0 million. This meshing resolution is 279 

referred to the Braza et al. (1986) and the Huai et al. (2012). More information are 280 

presented in the following validation part. 281 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.3 (a) a mesh of the entire VP in the bending region. (b) a zoom-in view of the mesh of a single stem 282 

in that VP. ∆r is the distance between the first node to cylinder's surface and d is the diameter of each 283 

stem. 284 

 285 

2.3  Boundary conditions and discretisation scheme 286 

In order to obtain reliable and physical results, the following boundary conditions are 287 

used: The inlet discharge water flow rate is 0.03m3/s, which is extracted from a fully 288 

developed straight open channel with a periodic boundary condition in the streamwise 289 

direction. The outlet boundary condition is controlled by the water's depth, 0.148m. The 290 

top of the domain is set as the atmospheric pressure outlet. Moreover, the surfaces of 291 

the fixed-flat channel bed, side walls and the surfaces of the stems are set as no-slip 292 

wall boundary condition.  293 

 294 

The second-order Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is used to capture the free surface of 295 

water. In previous research, the rigid-lid assumption was adopted in several curved 296 

channel flow studies to obtain relatively good results, as long as the Froude number is 297 

less than 0.5 (Kashyap et al., 2012, Van Balen et al., 2010), and the water surface 298 

elevation is less than 10% of the depth of the channel (Constantinescu et al., 2011). 299 

However, a pressure gradient error may still occur owing to the unwanted force from 300 
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the rigid lid and no water surface elevation difference between the inner bank and the 301 

outer bank. Thus, modelling the effects of free surface improves the accuracy of the 302 

current simulations ( Ramaurthy et al, 2012, Zeng et al., 2006). Ramaurthy even argued 303 

that predictions from the RSM combined with VOF are better than that of LES applied 304 

with a rigid lid treatment in a 90-degree bending channel flow when compared with 305 

experimental results. Furthermore, flow around single cylinder with free surface in 306 

large Froude number condition, considering deformation effects of multiphase interface 307 

is critical (Yu et al., 2008). Therefore, the free surface elevation was taken into 308 

consideration and simulated.  309 

 310 

The Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations-Consistent (SIMPLEC) 311 

scheme was adopted as the time marching method to ensure convergence and stability. 312 

The SIMPLEC’s skewness corrections reduce the errors generated at the interfaces 313 

between structured grids and unstructured grids. A relatively low under-relaxation value 314 

of 0.15 was set in the momentum equations to stabilise the RSM model which is more 315 

sensitive and easier to diverge as compared to k −  and k −  models.  316 

 317 

Second-order implicit scheme was employed to discrete key terms while using the Bi-318 

Conjugate Gradient Stabilized Method (BCGSTAB) solver for the Poission equation. 319 

The second-order upwind scheme was chosen to discrete the momentum terms and the 320 

turbulent dissipation terms. Power-law differencing scheme was used to discretise 321 

Reynolds stress terms to keep the stability of the turbulence model. This differencing 322 
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scheme was already successfully used in vegetation flow prediction (RSM) (Kang and 323 

Choi, 2006). The maximum Courant Number was set as 0.5 in order to avoid under-324 

predicting the forces exerting on the stems array when using improper large time steps. 325 

 326 

3. Validation 327 

3.1 Flow pattern validation 328 

The U-bend open channel with vegetation stripe in Huai’s study case (Huai et al. 2012), 329 

displayed in Fig.4, is similar to the present geometry shown in Figs.2(a)(b), and the 330 

only difference is the streamwise length of the VP. Thus, the experimental data 331 

published by Huai was used to verify the capacity of the selected numerical method, 332 

3D URANS RSM VOF. This numerical-model-test mesh is based on the Huai’s 333 

experimental geometry with the same boundary layer fineness and average resolution 334 

to the twelve meshes of the present study cases (shown in Table 2). The selected 335 

numerical model and the selected numerical schemes mentioned before were adopted 336 

on this numerical-model-test mesh to obtain the numerical prediction results. The 337 

locations of the velocity profile sample points (a~i) are shown in Fig.4. The mean 338 

streamwise velocity profiles at those locations are shown in Fig.5.  339 
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 340 
Fig.4 The experimental geometry of Huai et al. (2012). The numerical-model-test mesh is constructed 341 

on this geometry. This geometry is used for the selected numerical model validation. Points a~i are the 342 

locations of the vertical velocity profiles shown in Fig.5.  343 

 344 

   

a.(oa=1.65m) b.(ob=2.00m) c.(oc=2.30m) 

   

d. (od=1.65m) e. (oe=2.00m) f. (of=2.30m) 

   

g. (og=1.65m) h. (oh=1.85m) i. (oi=2.30m) 

Fig.5 Comparisons of the mean streamwise velocity profiles between the numerical results (solid lines) 345 

and measured physical results (squares). The distance between the bend centre point o to sample 346 

location a is expressed as oa in Fig.5a. Distances for other sample locations are expressed in the similar 347 

way. 348 

 349 
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Good agreements were achieved between the numerical and physical results in most 350 

locations, which demonstrates that the current numerical model is properly chosen and 351 

the turbulent model constants are well defined to predict the current turbulent flow 352 

pattern with a streamline curvature and a separation region. The values of those model 353 

constants follow the recommendations in Table 3 (Ansys Fluent Theory Guide, 2019). 354 

 355 

 Table 3 the constants for RSM adopted in the present research 356 

constant C1 C2  

    0   

  l  

value 1.8 0.52 1 0.52 0.105 0.09 0.072 

constant R  kR  wR  TKE Prandtl number SDR Prandtl number 

value 12 12 6.2 2 2 

 357 

3.2 Validation of the drag coefficient 358 

The correct prediction of a single stem drag a key point in the VP’s bulk drag prediction. 359 

Considering the same geometry of each stem and the same dimensionless grid 360 

resolution around each stem, one representative subregion, a single stem along with its 361 

mesh, was extracted from the original whole mesh. Uniform velocity inlet boundary 362 

condition and free stream outlet boundary condition are used on this subregion mesh, 363 

while having a Reynolds number (Red=1000) of stem as in the original whole mesh. 364 

Due to the subcritical flow pattern, the dimensionless mesh scale, dr / , was selected 365 

as 1/15 and 1/30 for the mesh independent study. The simulation predictions of drag 366 

coefficient (Cd) agree well with some existing experimental and numerical results as 367 
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shown in Table 4. There was little difference in Cd of different mesh resolution, meeting 368 

the mesh independence requirement. Thus, for the present VP flow study, the mesh scale 369 

in the near cylinder region the dimensionless mesh space, dr / =1/15. One should also 370 

note that Braza et al. (1986) predicted Cd well with a similar dimensionless mesh space, 371 

/ / 50r d  = .  372 

The detailed information, including the definition of Cd, Cl, refined meshes, and time 373 

history of Cd, Cl, for this validation are given in the supplementary materials.  374 

Table 4 Comparisons of the time-averaged drag coefficients of circular cylinder with Red =1000 375 

Method Researchers Cd ∆r/d  
Braza et al. (1986) 1.15 / 50  

Numerical This study 1.24 1/15  

This study 1.25 1/30 

Experimental Roshko. (1961) 1.2  - 

Zdravkovich. (1997) 1.24  - 

 376 

4. Results and discussions 377 

The results of the flow pattern, channel bed shear stress and the drag coefficients were 378 

obtained by 3D URANS RSM VOF method from the twelve designed cases. 379 

4.1 Flow diagnosis 380 

The hydrodynamics of partially vegetated curved channel flow is generated by the 381 

combined effects of helical flow (cross-section secondary flow) and mixing layer (shear 382 

layer) flow in the edge of VP. This flow diagnosis focuses on investigating the 383 

streamwise velocity distribution and secondary flow in two critical cross-sections (the 384 

130-degree cross-section in the vicinity upstream of the VP and the 180-degree cross-385 

section in the near downstream of the VP), which are displayed in Fig.2(a). Next, the 386 

dimensionless transverse profiles of velocity, Reynolds stress, and eddy fluctuation 387 
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frequencies are also investigated in a mixing layer (a sample line AB). More detailed 388 

information of the sample line AB is presented in section 4.1.3.  389 

4.1.1  The flow pattern in the 130-degree cross-section 390 

Owing to the subcritical flow condition in the present channel flow (Fr = 0.168 < 1.0) 391 

the information of flow in the VP can be transferred to the upstream 130-degree cross-392 

section. The VP has a retardant effect on secondary flow development in 130-degree 393 

cross-section, as comparing the streamlines presented in Figs.6(a)(b)(c). The different 394 

structures of the outer-bank cell(s) mainly result from the redistribution of the Reynolds 395 

stress components (Kashyap et al., 2012, Blanckaert and De Vriend, 2004) and the 396 

obstruction of vegetation. Comparing in the cases No.1, No.5 and No.9, the existence 397 

of VP makes the main circulation cell of the secondary flow move towards the outer 398 

bank, and the greater SVF of VP, the greater the distance the core of that cell moves. 399 

Also, the three outer-bank cells are significantly weakened or even disappear by the 400 

diverging flow generated in the front of vegetation region. 401 

 402 

The CR also affects the secondary flow's structure reconfiguration. The CR factor is 403 

isolated by comparing results in Figs.6(b)(d)(e)(f). The variation of the main circulation 404 

cells and the outer-bank cells are discussed in two parts as follows. 405 

  406 
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                   407 

 408 

(a) case No.9 409 

 410 

(b) case No.1  411 

 412 

(c) case No.5  413 

 414 

(d) case No.2  415 

 416 

(e) case No.3  417 

 418 

(f) case No.4  419 

Fig.6 The contours of dimensionless streamwise velocity U/Um distribution and 2D streamlines in 420 

130-degree cross-section with different CRs and SVFs. As denoted in Fig.6(a), the left-hand side is 421 

the inner bank while the right-hand side is the outer bank for all contours (a)~(f). The location of 422 

130-degree cross-section as illustrated in Fig.2(a). Fig.6(a) is the dimensionless streamwise velocity 423 

contour plot of the non-vegetated case No.9 in Table 2 with a CR=0.5. Likewise, the detailed 424 

information for other cases please refer to Table 2. 425 

 426 
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The location of the main circulation cell is closely related to CR condition. Simulation 427 

results show that the increase of CR makes that main cell location move significantly 428 

to the outer bank under the same SVF condition. This finding is consistent with a 429 

conclusion made by a previous parametrical study of 135-degree flat bends (Kashyap 430 

et al., 2012). The outward motion of the core of the main circulation cell is mainly 431 

because of the local difference between the outward centrifugal force and inward 432 

pressure gradient. With the increase of CR, both the outward centrifugal force and 433 

inward pressure gradient decrease, but the inward pressure gradient drops faster than 434 

the outward centrifugal force. 435 

 436 

The formation of the outer-bank cell can be explained by the anisotropic effects of 437 

turbulence and the driving forces from the main circulation cell. As the CR increases, 438 

the decrease of centrifugal force plays a role in the relocation of the outer-bank cell. 439 

Comparisons are made between the present simulation case No.3 and the simulation 440 

results conducted by Huai et al., (2012) because of similar U-bend geometry features. 441 

In their case, as shown in Fig.4, their geometry is a U-bend channel (CR=1.5 and 442 

SVF=1.13%) covered with a continuous vegetation region close to the inner bend rather 443 

than the single VP at the bend exit. Thus, the main difference is that the diverging flow 444 

bypassing the leading edge of VP in the present case No.3, while there is no diverging 445 

flow at the 135-degree cross-section in Huai’s case. However, this diverging flow seems 446 

to have little influence on the secondary flow structure in the upstream cross-section of 447 

VP. In both cases, the main circulation cell occupies the main non-vegetated channel 448 
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region, despite that the presence of a continuous vegetation stripe squeezes the main 449 

circulation cell move outwards. Nevertheless, both the present simulation case No.3 450 

and Huai’s case capture the outer-bank cell close to the intersection between the free 451 

surface and outer bank nearly in the same location in the 135-degree cross-section. 452 

 453 

However, when we examine the flow pattern in the 180-degree cross-section, we notice 454 

the significant difference of the outer-bank cell in both cases. In Huai’s case, the outer-455 

bank cell continues from the 135-degree cross-section to the 180-degree cross-section 456 

and stays close to the free surface of the flow. By contrast, in the present case No.3, the 457 

outer-bank cell disappears in 180-degree and even the main circulation cell disappears, 458 

as shown in Fig.7(e), owing to the diverging flow that bypasses the VP and strongly 459 

shifts the streamwise velocity distribution. In addition, the small outer-bank cells close 460 

to the free surface usually reduce the streamwise velocity gradient and protect the 461 

erosion of the outer bank (Kashyap et al.,2012). Thus, the erosion of the outer bank may 462 

be promoted if the VP grows in the current location. 463 

 464 

4.1.2  The flow pattern in the 180-degree cross-section 465 

By comparing Figs.7(a)(b)(c), the presence of vegetation diminishes the main 466 

circulation cells and deflects the main flow outwards at the 180-degree cross-section. 467 

Water flux close to the inner bank is substantially reduced due to the blockage of the 468 

VP. Moreover, for a VP with a higher SVF shows a stronger capability to shift the 469 
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maximum streamwise velocity point outwards.  470 

 471 

                    472 

         473 
(a) case No.9  474 

 475 

(b) case No.1  476 

 477 

(c) case No.5  478 

 479 

(d) case No.2  480 

 481 

(e) case No.3  482 

 483 

(f) case No.4  484 

Fig.7 The contours of dimensionless streamwise velocity U/Um distribution and 2D streamlines in 485 

180-degree cross-section with different CRs and SVFs. The location of 180-degree cross-section is 486 

illustrated in Fig.2(a). As denoted in Fig.7(a), the left-hand side is the inner bank while the right-487 

hand side is the outer bank for all contours (a)~(f). In Fig.7(a) a sample line AB (A side is inner 488 

bank; B is outer bank) is selected in the 180-degree cross-section to quantitatively study key physical 489 
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variables. Fig.7(a) is the dimensionless streamwise velocity contour plot of the non-vegetated case 490 

No.9 in Table 2 with a CR 0.5. Likewise, the detailed information for other cases please refer to 491 

Table 2. 492 

4.1.3  The mixing layer flow 493 

Mixing layer flow is a key feature in the lateral edge of the VP. To quantify the profiles 494 

of velocity, Reynolds stress and dominant frequency of this mixing layer flow, a 495 

horizontal line AB is sampled in the 180-degree cross-section (Z=0.06B, B is the width 496 

of the bending channel, 1m) in Fig.7(a). This sample line crosses through the main 497 

circulation cell centre where the secondary flow velocity components vary fast along 498 

this line. In vegetated cases, the mixing layer is ubiquitous in the tips of submerged 499 

vegetation or the lateral edges of patches. Ghisalberti and Nepf (2002) used the mixing 500 

layer theory to explain the flow profiles over a submerged canopy. The inflection in the 501 

velocity profile is proportional to the height of the canopy in their case. Their study 502 

shows that the mixing layer in the vertical direction matches well the theoretical 503 

prediction. Following this finding, Huai et al. (2019) found that for a straight channel 504 

partially covered by emergent vegetation, the streamwise velocity inflection layer in the 505 

interface between the vegetated region and non-vegetated region also obeys the mixing 506 

layer theory in a horizontal direction. Nevertheless, previous studies focus on the rigid 507 

submerged or emergent vegetation in a straight channel without the bending effects and 508 

the variation of SVF. Therefore, in the present bending channel, a quasi-horizontal 509 

mixing layer develops over the edge of the VP. The streamwise velocity profile along 510 

the spanwise is re-distributed by the secondary flow, which is also sensitive to the SVF 511 

but we have little understanding to what degree of CR and SVF influence the 512 
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effectiveness of planar mixing layer theory in bending channel cases. As a result, Fig.8 513 

displays the normalised velocity profiles in all present CR and SVF conditions. Those 514 

profiles are also compared to the hyperbolic tangent law of the mixing layers which is 515 

expressed by (3). 516 

1
tanh( )

2 2

U U Y Y

U 

− −
=


,                          (3) 517 

21
( )

4

U U
dY

U


+

−

 −
= − 

 
 .                         (4) 518 

the momentum thickness   is defined by (4) (Ghisalberti and Nepf, 2002). U is the 519 

streamwise velocity, U  is mean streamwise velocity including the vegetated region 520 

and non-vegetated region. The velocity difference, U , between the cross-sectional 521 

averaged streamwise velocity in vegetation region, 1U  , and that of non-vegetated 522 

region, 2U , is 2 1U U U = − . Y is the spanwise coordinates. Y is defined as a location 523 

where U U= . 524 

As shown in Fig.8, it is highlighted that the simulation results of the velocity profiles 525 

along the AB in the region of the mixing layer are in agreement with the theoretical 526 

predictions, i.e. hyperbolic tangent law of the mixing layers, whatever the variation of 527 

the bend CR and SVF are in the present range of those variables. These results indicate 528 

that the stronger secondary flow circulation, resulting from the tighter bend, strengthens 529 

the streamwise velocity difference, U , but weakly alters the normalised mixing layer 530 

velocity profiles.   531 
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 532 
Fig.8 the normalised mixing layer velocity profiles along line AB in the region of (0.25<Y/B<0.45). In 533 

this region the mixing layer happens. The plots present the normalised mixing layer velocity profiles 534 

under all vegetated cases. The cases parameters are given in Table 2. 535 

The vertical velocity component (W) profiles along AB present the secondary flow 536 

directly. Fig.9 makes comparisons for W and shows that the existence of VP strongly 537 

diminishes the secondary cells in the near downstream patch region (0<Y/B<0.25). An 538 

interesting observation for all vegetated cases is that the upward vertical velocity mostly 539 

happens in the patch region downstream (0<Y/B<0.25), by contrast the downward 540 

vertical flow locates in non-vegetated region (0.6<Y/B<1.0). This is because the 541 

vegetation highly improves the roughness of the channel and shifts the flow system to 542 

a new equilibrium under the drag effects from the vegetation, the spanwise pressure 543 

gradient and the centrifugal force. This finding theoretically supports the fine sediment 544 

resuspension event observed in sparse meadows (Van Katwijk et al., 2010, Luhar et al, 545 

2008). Luhar believed that the SVF threshold indicator is around 10%, if the drag 546 

coefficient is assumed to be 1.0. For the sparse VP (SVF<10%), the upward flow 547 

velocity component W enhances the resuspension of particles near the channel bed. All 548 

the present cases the SVF are lower than that threshold, which leads to the upward 549 
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velocity in the downstream of VP. 550 

 551 
Fig.9 Normalised vertical velocity in Z direction, W/Um, profile along sample line AB. The location of 552 

line AB is displayed in Fig.7(a). 0<Y/B<0.25 is the downstream of patch region, 0.25<Y/B<1 is non-553 

vegetated region. The cases parameters are given in Table 2. 554 

 555 

The Reynolds stress component ' 'u v−  demonstrates the shear strength along a sample 556 

line ( 'u  and 'v  are streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations, respectively). The 557 

peaks, located in Y/B=0, 1.0, are because of the boundary layer of the channel bank. 558 

However, the deflection in Y/B=0.25 is due to the mixing layer induced by the VP. 559 

Furthermore, the spanwise momentum exchange in spanwise induced by the turbulent 560 

motions can be described by the magnitude of this Reynolds stress component 561 

(Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Also, the ' 'u v−  growth in Y/B=0.25 implies that the 562 

vortices enhance the spanwise transport of momentum. In straight channel cases, this 563 

kind of mixing layer Reynolds stress component increase is also noticed (Huai et al. 564 

2015). Fig.10 displays ' 'u v−  profiles alone sample the line AB (in Fig.7(a)), which 565 

indicates the shear strength of the flow in a horizontal plane. 566 
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 567 

Fig.10 Reynolds stress profiles along sample line AB. u’ and v’ are streamwise and spanwise velocity 568 

fluctuations, respectively. The cases parameters are given in Table 2. 569 

 570 

The dimensionless dominant eddy frequencies (Ste) are presented along the line AB in 571 

Figs.11(a)(b). The definition of Ste is shown in equation (5) 572 

e
e

m

f l
St

U


= .                                  (5) 573 

Where fe is the local dominant eddy frequency which is estimated by extracting the 574 

dominant cyclic fluctuation of velocity history in points along line AB. l is the length 575 

scale of VP, L is chosen for l in current case, Um is average inlet velocity. Figs.11(a)(b) 576 

indicate that the effects of VP highly increase the dominant eddy frequencies in the 577 

downstream of the patch region (0<Y/B<0.25), as compared to the non-vegetated region 578 

(0.25<Y/B<1.0). This is because the VP shifts the large-scale eddies of channel width 579 

length scale into that of the vegetation stems’ scale by generating vortices shedding and 580 

the vortices interactions. According to the basic turbulence theory the smaller 581 

turbulence scales correspond to higher eddy frequencies. The transition region 582 

(0.25<Y/B<0.4) in the lateral side of the VP experiences a gradual decrease of the eddy 583 
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frequency from a vegetated region to a non-vegetated region since the mixing layer 584 

length scale is larger than stem diameter scale but is smaller than channel width scale.   585 

 586 

Having a deeper look in those frequencies’ profiles, we surprisingly discover that these 587 

dimensionless eddy frequencies profiles (Ste) are strongly altered by the choice of 588 

normalised length scale. When the frequencies are normalised using their stem 589 

diameters d=6mm (SVF=1.13%) and 12.45mm (SVF=4.86%), in Fig.11(a), the data 590 

gather into three profile groups marked by different SVF conditions. However, in 591 

comparison, those frequency data of vegetated cases collapse nearly into one profile, in 592 

Fig.11(b), when these frequencies are normalised by the spanwise VP length scale 593 

(L=0.25m). This reveals that the length scale of VP also plays an important role in 594 

determining the downstream eddy frequencies of a VP. What also stands out is that the 595 

dimensionless frequency profiles experience little change while the CR varies. This is 596 

probably because the dimensionless frequency is dominated by the streamwise flow 597 

velocity which is not as sensitive as the secondary flow, when affected by the CR. 598 

Thereby, for a specific SVF (1.13% or 4.86%) the eddy frequency profiles of different 599 

CRs nearly collapse into one plot.  600 

 601 

By comparing the dimensionless eddy frequency normalised by stem diameters in 602 

Fig.11(a) to that of a single stem (cylinder) in literature, we conclude that the eddy 603 

frequency of a stem in a patch is much higher than a single stem. The vortex shedding 604 

frequency, Std, for a single stem (cylinder) is nearly 0.2 where Red=1000~100000. In 605 
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contrast, the eddy frequencies (Std) for a stem in the present patch are around 0.6 and 606 

1.4 for d=6mm (SVF=1.13%) and 12.45mm (SVF=4.86%), respectively, whose Std are 607 

much over than that of a single cylinder. The main reason is that the vortex shedding 608 

process of a stem in the VP is enhanced by interactions of neighbouring vortices 609 

developed from upstream stems and lateral side ones. The interaction mechanisms can 610 

be categorized into two types: The streamwise vortex interference and spanwise 611 

interference. For the streamwise interference category, the vortices generated by the 612 

upstream cylinders impinge on the downstream cylinders and merge to the vortices 613 

shedding from the downstream, resulting in "amalgamation process", as shown in 614 

Fig.23 in the supplementary materials. For the spanwise side-by-side vortices shedding 615 

processes, complex vortices interact in the combined wake of cylinders in present 616 

vegetation stems’ configuration and Reynolds number (1000~3000) (Sumner, 2010). 617 

All of these wake interactions considerably generate smaller scale eddies and increase 618 

eddies’ frequencies. 619 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.11 Eddy frequency profiles along the sample line AB: (a) frequencies normalised by the vegetation 620 

stem diameter d=6mm and 12.45mm corresponding to SVF=1.13% and SVF=4.86% respectively. (b) 621 

frequencies normalised by the VP width scale (L=0.25m). The mean inlet velocity Um=0.2 m/s is used as 622 

the normalise velocity in both (a) (b). The cases parameters are given in Table 2.  623 
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4.2 Bed shear stress 624 

The dimensionless of bed shear stress i.e. friction coefficient of channel bed, fC , is 625 

defined in expression (6): 626 

2/ mf UC = .                                (6) 627 

Where is bed shear stress,  is the density of water, mU  is the inlet averaged 628 

velocity. 629 

4.2.1 Qualitative study of the bed shear stress in the whole U-bend region 630 

The bed shear stress of the area close to the inner bank is significantly larger than that 631 

of the outer bank owing to the uneven distribution of the mainstream velocity. This 632 

finding is consistent with that of Kashyap et al. (2012). However, in the present findings, 633 

we highlight that the stress discrepancies between the inner area and the outer area 634 

experience a significantly increasing trend as the CR decreases, as shown in Fig.12. 635 

This is because the main stream's relocation controlled by the variation of CR, and the 636 

larger vertical velocity gradient is located at the bottom of those mainstreams. This 637 

process can also be viewed in details in the zoom-in views of contours in Fig.14. 638 

  639 
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CR=2.0 CR=1.5 

 
 

CR=1.0 CR=0.5 

Fig.12 The contours of bed shear stress coefficient, Cf, under the variation of CR from 0.5 to 2.0 with 640 

SVF=1.13% corresponding to case No.1 to case No.4. 641 

4.2.2 Quantitative study of the bed shear stress in the whole U-bend region 642 

To quantitatively study the relationship between the CR and bed shear stress, 643 

Figs.13(a)(b) present the location and value of maximum shear stress points along these 644 

channel bends, linking the sample points plots the thalweg of the channel, where the 645 

erosion event firstly occurs. Some researchers proposed good discussions on the 646 

relationship of hydraulics, bed shear stress and thalweg in channel bends by using the 647 

2D models (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2018, Crosato and Saleh, 2011, Wu et al., 2005), but 648 

discussions on the variations of the thalweg of these partially vegetated river bends 649 
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under different CR conditions are very limited. Here, we provide a discussion on this 650 

topic. Note that the relative location of thalweg displayed in Fig.13(a), where Y/B=0, 651 

1.0 correspond to the inner bank and outer bank, respectively. 652 

 653 

Fig.13(a) clearly shows that the relative location of the maximum bed friction 654 

coefficient (Cf) lines plotted by linking the maximum Cf of each cross-section under 655 

different CR conditions. These lines gradually move away from the inner bank towards 656 

the central axis of the channel bed with the increase of CR, especially in the bending 657 

region (0, 120). The main reason is less bending, thus less secondary flow and more 658 

uniformity in the spanwise velocity profile. This conclusion is also consistent with the 659 

extreme case where the relative position of the maximum section shear stress line is in 660 

the middle of channel bed (Y/B=0.5) in a straight channel (CR approaches to infinite). 661 

 662 

Fig.13(b) shows the maximum value of the shear stress in each cross-section, 663 

corresponding to locations illustrated by Fig.13(a). In all areas including non-vegetated 664 

and vegetated areas, the magnitude of the maximum section shear stress increases with 665 

the drops of CR. 666 

 667 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.13(a) Normalised location of maximum bed shear stress lines by linking maximum bed shear stress 668 

points in each cross-section (0,30,60...,180). (b) The magnitude of maximum bed shear stress points 669 

in those cross-sections. The normalised position (Distance/B) is defined as the ratio between the distance 670 

of the maximum bed shear stress point to the inner bank to the width of the channel (B). The maximum 671 

bed shear stress on the cross-sections of the curved bends are collected every 30 degrees from 0-degree 672 

to 180-degree along bending channels corresponding to the entrance and exit of the half-circle bend. Cf 673 

denotes the normalised bed shear stress. The cases parameters are given in Table 2. 674 

4.2.3 Qualitative study of the bed shear stress in the vegetated region 675 

Having a zoom-in observation in the VP region in Fig.14, there is a notable increase of 676 

the bed shear stress at the patch's leading edge, because of the existence of the plants 677 

group. The water flow bypasses the sides of the vegetation stems, where the water flow 678 

is squeezed and speeds up. Thereby, the stems on the inner side of the curved channel 679 

initially increase the possibility of scouring at the beginning of vegetated region, rather 680 

than protecting the channel bed. The stems near the central line of the channel also 681 

suffer a strong erosion. This patch side edge erosion accords with the observation of 682 

Rominger et al. (2010). What we stress here is that the tighter bend suffers a higher 683 

local bed shear stress in the leading edge and lateral edge.  684 

 685 
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CR=2.0 CR=1.5 

  

CR=1.0 CR=0.5 

Fig.14 The bed shear stress coefficient, Cf, distribution. These contours are the zoom-in views of 686 

vegetated areas in Fig.12, corresponding to case No.1~4. 687 

4.2.4 Quantitative study of the bed shear stress in the vegetated region 688 

To quantify the blockage effects of VP on the local bed shear stress under the variation 689 

of CR, the spanwise bed shear stress profiles in the near downstream of the VP (the 690 

intersection of 180-degree cross-section and channel bed), is plotted in Fig.15. This plot 691 

indicates that the maximum bed shear stress (Y/B=0.35) at non-vegetated region drops 692 

with the rising of the CR. This indicates that the strongest shear stress happens at the 693 

tightest bend (CR=0.5) in which case the strongest centrifugal force effectively 694 

redistributes the main flow. 695 
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 696 

Fig.15 The bed shear stress coefficient, Cf, distributes on the intersection line between 180-degree 697 

cross-section and channel bed under different CR conditions. The cases parameters are given in 698 

Table 2. 699 

 700 

4.3 Dynamic forces on quasi-rectangular VP in curved channel 701 

Most previous studies focused on the drag of VP in a straight open channel, however, 702 

the drag characteristics of VP in a curved channel have not been recorded in literature 703 

to the authors’ knowledge. Especially, the relationship between the drag coefficients of 704 

VP and the CR of a channel. The findings of drag coefficients in a bending channel are 705 

presented in Fig.16. 706 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig.16. The relationship between the CR and drag coefficients in streamwise, Cdθ, and spanwise (radius-707 

wise), Cdr.  708 

 709 
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Those time-averaged drag forces are normalised by 2

2

1
mUAN , as is shown in Eqs. (7) 710 

and (8). 711 
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where F , rF , A , N ,  , mU  are the streamwise VP drag force, radius-wise VP drag 714 

force, projection area of a single stem, total number of stems in a patch, density of water, 715 

and inlet average velocity. Those time-averaged drag coefficients exerted on these 716 

patches are decomposed into a streamwise component (Cdθ) and radius wise (spanwise) 717 

component (Cdr). They are displayed in Figs.16(a)(b) highlighting that there is a slight 718 

fall trend of Cdθ as the CR increases in the eight cases, but an obvious decrease of Cdr. 719 

The redistribution of the main flow velocity profile controlled by CR leads to this fall 720 

trend for Cdθ. Under the decrease of the secondary flow circulation results in a 721 

significant drop of Cdr. It is interesting to find that the Cdr is clearly more sensitive than 722 

Cdθ under the variation of CR, and also the ratio Cdr/ Cdθ is in the range of 5%~15%, 723 

therefore, the spanwise pushing effect from the VP to flow may need to be taken into 724 

consideration in practical engineering cases. 725 

4.3.1 Local stems’ drag rising phenomenon in a VP  726 

In order to study the drag distribution in more detail, the time-averaged drag coefficients 727 

on each row in streamwise (Cdθi (i=1~10)) are recorded. The Cdθi (i=1 to 10) are 728 

presented in Fig.17. Set the leading row of VP as Row No.1 and the very downstream 729 

as Row No.10.  730 
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 731 

As expected, after the flow bleeds into VP, the flow velocity decrease gradually leading 732 

to the decrease of Cdθi in an overall view, as illustrated by Fig.17. However, it is 733 

surprising to notice that Cdθi experiences a locally rising trend in Rows No.3~5 with 734 

SVF=4.86%. This is owing to the skewness of stems' location in the bending area, a 735 

kind of staggered distribution stems formed in this region, as shown in Fig.14. The 736 

authors discover the dominant reasons for this rising trend includes the staggered 737 

distribution of stems and the proper SVF. These stem rows are nearly situated in the 738 

trajectory of vortices shedding from the upper vegetation rows. Periodical flow contacts 739 

from the vortices transported from the upstream can lead to a higher drag as well as 740 

stronger flow fluctuations than that of the upstream row of stems because of the 741 

collision between the upstream vortices (higher momentum carrier) to downstream 742 

stems.  743 

 744 

Fig.17 The time-averaged streamwise force coefficients of each row of stems, Cdθi, along the streamwise 745 

direction. The row of stems are numbered from Row No.1 to Row No.10 from the upstream location to 746 

downstream location in VP. The cases parameters are given in Table 2. 747 

 748 
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Interestingly, this local stems’ drag rising phenomenon, in a VP, was also displayed in 749 

(Chang and Constantinescu, 2015, Fig.16(c), Fig.18) although not explicitly discussed. 750 

In their configuration, a circular VP with a staggered distribution was located in a 751 

straight open channel flow with a similar SVF (5%). Thus our study concludes this 752 

finding for bending channel up to CR=2.0. 753 

 754 

In this SVF (4.86%~5%) is neither too high to prevent the flow penetrating into the 755 

patch but not too low to neglect the interaction between streamwise vortices. In 756 

comparison with SVF=4.86% in the present study, the VP with SVF=1.13% does not 757 

present this kind of drag coefficients’ local rising in the VP, due to the low SVF 758 

condition. Likewise, the staggered distributed circular VPs in the straight channel 759 

(Chang and Constantinescu, 2015) also do not have such local drag rising when their 760 

SVF is 0.2, 0.1, 0.0023, except for the cases with SVF=0.05. These findings 761 

demonstrate that proper SVF (around 5%) is also a key factor for this phenomenon. 762 

Moreover, all of the observations whether in a bending or a straight channel also imply 763 

that the CR is not the dominant factor for this physical phenomenon. 764 

 765 

Furthermore, there is a close relationship between the CR and the average drag gradient. 766 

Here, we define the drag gradient as (Cdθ 1- Cdθ 10)/Ls, where the Ls is the streamwise 767 

length between stems Row No.1 and stems Row No.10. In both SVF conditions, the 768 

drags’ gradients reach the highest when the CR is lowest (CR=0.5). The drag gradients 769 

of the stem rows gradually fall when the CR grows. The drag coefficient gradient can 770 
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be a good indicator to reveal the “slowing down” effects exerted by stems to the flow 771 

in the vegetated region. Thereby, Fig.18 demonstrates that this velocity reduction 772 

effects altered by the CR is sensitive to the SVF factor. For a higher SVF (4.86%), this 773 

reduction effect is more significant than that for lower SVF (1.13%) cases.  774 

 775 

Fig.18 The relationship between the CR and streamwise drag coefficient gradients. The definition of the 776 

drag gradient is (Cdθ 1- Cdθ 10)/Ls, where the Ls is the streamwise length between stems Row No.1 and 777 

stems Row No.10, illustrated in Fig.2(b). 778 

4.3.2 The relationship between the Stp and SVF 779 

For a deeper understanding of the streamwise bulk drag coefficient (Cdθ) in the 780 

frequency space, the time series of Cdθ are transferred into the frequency domain using 781 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In each case, there is a dominant frequency peak 782 

revealing the main vortices’ shedding frequencies as well as other periodical flow 783 

events. This dominant frequency is normalised by L/U, where L is the spanwise scale 784 

of VP. The dominant dimensionless frequency (Stp) of a VP’s vortices shedding 785 

describes the main shedding cycles of the main flow structures after flow bleeding or 786 

bypassing the VP. The spectra analysis results are compared in the same CR condition 787 
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and are presented in Fig.19. 788 

 789 

  

  

Fig.19 Comparisons of amplitude spectrum of the VP drag in each CR condition with different SVFs. 790 

 791 

Zhang et al. (2019) found that the dimensionless peak frequency of their case 1, circle 792 

VP with SVF=0.034 in straight channel, is smaller than their case 2, circle VP with 793 

SVF=0.0104 in straight channel, and concluded that the dimensionless dominant 794 

frequency of force coefficient decreased along with higher SVF. This conclusion from 795 

Zhang et al. (2019) is constructive, but we are not sure whether this conclusion is valid 796 

for all the range of SVF from 0 to 1, because there are only two test cases in their study 797 

and no more data support their conclusion. Thereby, we tried to explore the effective 798 

range of SVF where Stp can be inversely proportional to SVF.  799 
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 800 

More data were collected from literature (Zhang et al., 2019, Chang and Constantinescu, 801 

2015, Nicolle and Eames, 2011) and plotted together with the present results in Fig.20. 802 

We newly find that the conclusion proposed by Zhang et al., (2019) is merely valid for 803 

0<SVF<10.4%. By contrast, in the subrange for 10.4%<SVF<20%, the dimensionless 804 

frequency may increase with the rising of the SVF. Therefore, we make a new 805 

conclusion that only in the range 0<SVF<10.4%, the increase of SVF results in the 806 

decrease of dimensionless frequency, however, in the range 10.4%<SVF<20% this 807 

trend is inversed. However, in reality, the range, 0<SVF<10.4%, covers most SVF of 808 

marsh grass and sea grass species (Nepf, H.M., 2012), therefore in the following section 809 

4.3.3, a quantitative discussion on the relationship between the dimensionless dominant 810 

frequency and SVF is discussed in that range. 811 

 812 

Fig.20 A collection of the relationship between SVF and dimensionless frequency of VP vortices 813 

shedding (Stp) in different patch shapes and flow conditions. The points linked by lines are of a 814 

similar geometry with the same patch shape factor and same stems distribution factor. 815 
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4.3.3 A new VP dimensionless number, 
SVF

pSt
N

 816 

As mentioned before, Strouhal number (St) is a dimensionless frequency number 817 

describing oscillating mechanisms. For a solid single cylinder, the Std is defined as  818 

d

f d
St

U
=                                  (9) 819 

where f, d, U are the frequency of vortex shedding, diameter of cylinder, flow velocity. 820 

For a single cylinder, the Strouhal-Reynolds (Std-Red) number relationship has been 821 

studied extensively. Std varies between 0.18 and 0.22 when Red is in the range from 500 822 

to 10000 (Jiang and Cheng, 2017, Blevins, 1990). As analogous to the definition of 823 

single cylinder case, a dimensionless frequency for a VP is defined as follows: 824 

p

p

f L
St

U
= .                                 (10) 825 

Where fp, L, U are the frequency of vortex shedding of VP, spanwise length scale of VP 826 

and flow velocity, respectively. By contrast, as compared to a solid single cylinder case, 827 

a patch dimensionless frequency, Stp, is not only determined by the VP Reynolds 828 

number, Rep, but also influenced by the SVF of VP, the number of stems in this patch, 829 

N, the stems distribution and the general shape of this VP, which can be expressed in 830 

Eq.(11). 831 

 ~ ( , SVF, , , )p pSt f Re N stems distribution factor patch shape factor .    (11) 832 

It is highly interesting that a newly proposed dimensionless number, 
SVF

pSt
N

, keeps 833 

nearly constant for each VP case groups where the stem distribution factor and patch 834 

shape factor are the same. In other words, despite the variation of SVF in 0~10.4%, the 835 
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SVF
pSt

N
 does not change too much with respect to the variation of Stp in each group. 836 

Various cases are presented in table 5.  837 

Table 5 Summary of Stp, SVF, and the VP dimensionless number, 
SVF

pSt
N

. In each group the 838 

stems distribution factor, patch shape factor and Rep are the same, but the SVF and N are different. 839 

groups cases Stp SVF N 
SVF

pSt
N

  Rep 

1 

circular patch flow 

(Chang and Constantinescu, 2015) 
3.958 0.023 10 0.189819 10000 

circular patch flow 

(Chang and Constantinescu, 2015) 
3.958 0.05 21 0.1931306 10000 

circular patch flow 

(Chang and Constantinescu, 2015) 
3.958 0.1 41 0.1954717 10000 

2 

circular patch flow 

(Nicolle, and Eames, 2011) 
3.55 0.0023 1 0.170252 2100 

circular patch flow 

(Nicolle, and Eames, 2011) 
3.3695 0.0159 7 0.1605887 2100 

circular patch flow 

(Nicolle, and Eames, 2011) 
2.8897 0.0454 20 0.1376784 2100 

3 

circular patch flow  

(Zhang et al. 2019) 
10.26667 0.034 46 0.2791194 680 

circular patch flow  

(Zhang et al. 2019) 
6.6 0.104 140 0.1798857 680 

4 
quasi-rectangular CR=2 0.7 0.0113 50 0.0105233 50000 

quasi-rectangular CR=2 0.3 0.0486 50 0.0093531 50000 

5 
quasi-rectangular CR=1.5 1.7 0.0113 50 0.0255566 50000 

 quasi-rectangular CR=1.5 0.7 0.0486 50 0.0218238 50000 

6 
quasi-rectangular CR=1.0 0.7 0.0113 50 0.0105233 50000 

quasi-rectangular CR=1.0 0.3 0.0486 50 0.0093531 50000 

7 
quasi-rectangular CR=0.5 1.8 0.0113 50 0.0270599 50000 

quasi-rectangular CR=0.5 0.6 0.0486 50 0.0187061 50000 

 840 

Thus, we can interpret the physical meaning of 
SVF

pSt
N

  as a new patch 841 

dimensionless frequency number which excludes the influence of the SVF and N. This 842 
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newly-constructed dimensionless number affected by remaining factors is expressed in 843 

Eq. (12). 844 

 
SVF

~ ( , , )p pSt f Re stems distribution factor patch shape factor
N

.    (12) 845 

For the influence of pRe , we notice that in all circular patch cases 
SVF

pSt
N

 varies 846 

between the 0.137 to 0.28 and most of them fluctuate around 0.2, while pRe is in the 847 

range of (680, 10000). This scenario is quite similar to the single cylinder case, where 848 

the Stp is around 0.2, while Red varies in the range of (500, 104). Thereby, we can explain 849 

that during the variation of SVF in range of (0, 10.4%), only the mild change of the VP 850 

dimensionless number, 
SVF

pSt
N

, happens. This is partially because in the case of a 851 

low SVF, the VP shedding frequency is closely related to the single stem’s shedding 852 

frequency, and the complicated interactions of the wakes in the VP region may 853 

introduce a kind of “noise” information of the dimensionless frequency of the VP. 854 

 855 

The patch shape factor also plays an important role in controlling the value of 856 

SVF
pSt

N
 . As shown in table 5, in all circular patch cases 

SVF
pSt

N
 varies in the 857 

range of 0.137 to 0.28, but in all quasi-rectangular cases its value changes in the range 858 

of 0.009 to 0.027. The quasi-rectangular patch dimensionless number is much smaller 859 

than that of the circular patch cases, when the Rep is in the same order O(104). Another 860 

interesting point that may also support this opinion to some extent, under the same 861 

Reynolds number (103<Red<104), the Strouhal number of a solid single rectangular 862 
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cylinder (length/width=2), Std, is around 0.09 (Okajima, 1982), which is much less than 863 

that of a solid single circular cylinder (around 0.2). These published results can be 864 

understanded that
SVF

pSt
N

 is about 0.09 for the rectangular VP (SVF=1, N=1), in 865 

contrast, 
SVF

pSt
N

 equals to 0.2 for a circular VP (SVF=1, N=1). This means that for 866 

the solid cases (SVF=1, N=1) the new parameter of the rectangular case is also smaller 867 

than that of the circle case. All the discussion above demonstrate that the patch shape 868 

factor effectively influences 
SVF

pSt
N

. Even so, a more systematic study is needed to 869 

prove this point of view. 870 

 871 

In summary, we draw some findings as follows: for each specific VP (circular or quasi-872 

rectangular), during the decrease of SVF, a patch dimensionless number, 
SVF

pSt
N

, 873 

is proposed to link Stp and SVF. The value of this new dimensionless frequency number 874 

for a VP is strongly determined by the patch shape factor and is mildly influenced by 875 

the Rep while already counting for the SVF and N.  876 

5. Conclusions 877 

The hydrodynamics of partially vegetated U-bend channels are studied by URANS 878 

numerical method. Main findings on the flow diagnosis, bed shear stress and dynamic 879 

forces on VP are summarized as follows.  880 

(1) The existence of a VP in a curved channel flow plays a diverging effect on the 881 

streamwise flow, comparing to the non-vegetated case, the location of the main 882 
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circulation cell in the upstream is slightly moved towards the outer bank. As CR 883 

increases, the main circulation cell moves towards outer bank. At the same time, the 884 

generation of the outer-bank cells in this cross-section is mildly prevented. For the 885 

downstream cross-section, VP diminishes the development of the secondary flow 886 

effectively. 887 

(2) The spanwise mixing layer velocity profiles still follow the hyperbolic tangent law 888 

of mixing layers under little influence of the variation of CR and SVF in the investigated 889 

parameters’ space.  890 

(3) The effects of a VP highly increase the eddy frequencies in the downside of the 891 

patch region (0<Y/B<0.25), as compared to the non-vegetated cases. The length scale 892 

of the VP also has an important role in the determination of the downstream eddy 893 

frequencies of a VP apart from the stems’ scale.  894 

(4) VPs have double-side effects on the bed shear stress, increasing the possibility of 895 

scouring at the leading part of VP, but decreasing the bed shear stress in the downstream 896 

region. Augmentation of the CR shifts the location of the thalweg closer to the channel 897 

centre and decreases the magnitude of the bed shear stress along the thalweg in the 898 

upstream bend region.  899 

(5) For the VP bulk drag coefficient, Cdθ and Cdr, experience a fall trend as the CR 900 

increases in both SVF conditions. For each single stem drag, the local stem’s drag 901 

growth is studied, and we conclude that the dominant factors for local stems’ drag 902 

growth are the staggered distribution of stems and the proper SVF (approximately 5%) 903 

rather than CR.   904 
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(6) The dominant dimensionless frequencies (Stp) decrease along with the rising of SVF 905 

(SVF<10.4%) for each same geometry. This finding previously proposed by Zhang et 906 

al., (2019) was limited to 0<SVF<3.4%. This range was extended to 0<SVF<10.4% in 907 

the present study by combining the literature data and the present simulation results. 908 

However, the relationship between Stp and SVF interestingly turns into positive 909 

correlation in the range of 10.4%<SVF<20%. 910 

(7) A new patch dimensionless frequency number, 
SVF

pSt
N

, is proposed, which stays 911 

nearly constant while the SVF varies but less than 10.4%. This number is strongly 912 

determined by the patch shape factor, mildly influenced by the patch Reynolds number 913 

while already accounting for the SVF and number of stems in its expression and thus it 914 

is very little affected by them. 915 

 916 

The main implications of the current study are urban channel management and 917 

ecosystem restoration. Artificial vegetation in urban waterways is beneficial for re-918 

meandering channels and reconstruction of the flow pattern to naturally-like pool-riffle 919 

structures which favours biodiversity. Also, the associated physical (increase eddy 920 

frequency, sedimentation, erosion), chemical (accumulation, sorption) and biological 921 

(self-purification, oxygen production and denitrification) processes are also activated 922 

in man-made channels. Moreover, based on the finding of VP length scale on eddy 923 

frequency, the further studies relevant to turbulent events, such as the dispersion of 924 

suspended sediments in VP flow, the length scale of VP may have an important role 925 

besides the vegetation diameter scale and SVF. 926 
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 927 

The main limitation of the current study is that the vegetation is simplified into rigid 928 

emergent stems. The submergence and flexibility of stems are not involved in this U-929 

bend channel study, which needs further exploration.   930 

6. Nomenclature 931 

 932 

A Projection area of single stem (mm2) 

B Width of channel (m) 

Cd Drag coefficient 

Cdθ Bulk drag coefficients of vegetation patch in streamwise 

Cdr Bulk drag coefficients of vegetation patch in radius-wise (spanwise) 

Cdθi Time-averaged drag coefficients on each row in streamwise 

Cf Bed friction coefficient 

Cl Lift coefficient of a single cylinder 

CR Curvature ratio which is defined as R/B 

d Diameter of stems in vegetation patch (mm) 

D Diameter of vegetation patch (mm) 

fe Local dominant eddy frequency (Hz) 

fp Local dominant eddy frequency of vegetation patch (Hz) 

f Frequency of flow events (Hz) 

Fdrag Drag force for a single cylinder (N) 

Flift Lift force for a single cylinder (N) 

FƟ Streamwise vegetation patch drag force (N) 

Fr Radius-wise (spanwise) vegetation patch drag force 

Fr Froude number 

H Depth of water in outlet (m) 

l Length scale (m) 

L Spanwise scale of vegetation patch (m) 

Ls Streamwise length between stems Row 1 and stems Row 10 (m) 

N Number of stems in a patch 

Q Inlet discharge rate (m3/s) 

r  Distance between the first node to cylinders surface (mm) 

R Inner bank radius (m) 

Re Reynolds number 

Red Reynolds number based on the diameter of a stem or a cylinder 

Rep Reynolds number based on the scale of patch 

RSM Reynolds Stress Model 
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Ste Dimensionless eddy frequency 

Stp Dominant dimensionless vortices’ shedding frequency of vegetation patch  

Std Vortex shedding frequency of single cylinder or stem 

SVF Solid volume fraction of a vegetation patch 

'u  Streamwise velocity fluctuation (m/s) 

U Time-averaged streamwise velocity (m/s) 

Um Inlet average velocity (m/s) 

U  
Time-space-averaged velocity including vegetated region and non-vegetated 

region (m/s) 

1U
 

The cross-section averaged streamwise velocity in vegetation region 

2U
 

The cross-section averaged streamwise velocity in non-vegetation region 

U  
Time-averaged velocity difference between the vegetation region and non-

vegetated region (m/s) 

URANS Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes method 

'v  Spanwise velocity fluctuation (m/s) 

W Vertical velocity (m/s) 

VOF Volume Of Fluid method 

VP Vegetation patch 

∆x+ The streamwise dimensionless wall distance for a mesh centre 

X Streamwise direction  

∆y+ The spanwise dimensionless wall distance for a mesh centre 

Y Spanwise direction  

Y  A location where U U=  

∆z+ The vertical dimensionless wall distance for a mesh centre 

Z Vertical direction 

SVF
pSt

N
 

A newly proposed dimensionless frequency number accounting for the 

vegetation density and number of stems in the patch 

  Density of water (kg/m3) 

  Bed shear stress (pa) 

  The momentum thickness in mixing layer (m) 

7. Supplementary materials 933 

Mesh independent tests were performed using a pair of meshes shown in Fig.3(b) and 934 

Fig.21. The Red based on the diameter of the single cylinder is 1000. The URANS RSM 935 

approach was selected as the turbulence model, where the RSM model constants were 936 
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exactly the same as the values shown in Table 3. Second-order upwind schemes were 937 

used for the convection terms. The time marching was second order and the time steps 938 

were chosen while the maximum Courant number is less than 0.5. The residuals were 939 

less than 10-6 before reaching the convergence criterion in each time step. 940 

 941 

Fig.21 the refined meshes ∆r/d=1/30 for the mesh independent tests, as compared to mesh shown in 942 

Fig.3(b), where ∆r/d=1/15.    943 

 944 

The drag coefficient and lift coefficient are evaluated by Eqs (13,14) (Zhang et al. 2019, 945 

Chang and Constantinescu, 2015, Nicolle, and Eames, 2011).  946 

21

2

drag

d

F
C

A U

= ,                               (13) 947 

21

2

lift

l

F
C

A U

= ,                               (14) 948 

where dC , lC , dragF , liftF , A ,  , U  are the drag coefficient, lift coefficient, drag 949 

force, lift force, the front projection area, fluid density and flow velocity. The time 950 

histories of drag coefficient and lift coefficient generated by the above meshes were 951 

presented in Fig.22. Comparing results from Fig.3(b) and Fig.21, the time-averaged 952 

drag coefficients are 1.24 and 1.25, respectively. The results from mesh Fig.21 is 953 

slightly higher than that of mesh in Fig.3(b) because of the less dissipation from the 954 
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higher spatial resolution mesh. However, the general results from both meshes agree 955 

well and are independent on current meshes. 956 

 957 

Fig.22 Drag coefficients (Cd) and lift coefficients (Cl) of a single solid cylinder predicted by URANS 958 

RSM using meshes shown in Fig.3(a) and Fig.21, where the first layer meshes are ∆r/d=1/15 and 959 

∆r/d=1/30, respectively.  960 

 961 

Fig.23 An instantaneous vertical vorticity contour plot to visualize the “amalgamation process”, at the 962 

leading edge of the VP in the case 5 with CR=0.5 d=12.45mm SVF=4.86%. 963 
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